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CHAPTER6

Concluding remarks

Over the past four chapters we have been gettingmore andmore information

on the syntax and semantics of operator–variable dependencies asmanifested

in Avar.We beganwith an overview of Avar grammar inChapter 2, proceeding

next, in Chapter 3, to investigate the properties of participial relative clauses.

In doing that we have discovered a curious constraint on Avar relativisation:

unlike its counterpart in English and many other languages, Avar relativisa-

tion was unable to cross clausal boundaries, unless those clauses were infinit-

ival. I have tentatively argued that this lack of unboundedness followed from

the interaction of language-specific strategies of clausal embedding (in that

embedding was in most cases equivalent to creating a strong island) with the

general principles of the grammar.

With the tentative analysis of the structural core for the other A-dependen-

cies in place, I opened Chapter 4 by comparing the predictions made by two

major theories ofwh-question formation— thedirectwh-extraction approach

for questions in languages like English, and the clefting analysis.Wehave seen

that the empirical evidence favouring the direct extraction analysis hardly ex-

ists, and the analyses themselves face severe challenges of both empirical and

conceptual nature that simply do not arise on the base-generation line of argu-

ment. Adopting Mikkelsen’s (2005) analysis of copular clauses as involving a

dedicated functional head effecting predication—Pred— I combined it with

the Hamblin/Karttunen approach to the meaning of questions.
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Finally, we have examined the properties of contrastive focus, exclusive

only and constituent negation, and reached the conclusion in Chapter 5 that

these phenomena showed remarkable similarities to the interpretation of only

and it-clefts in English, starting with their syntactic properties such as the

frequent use of pied-piping, and finishing with their semantic interpretation

as related to association with focus. By adopting Velleman et al.’s (2012) ana-

lysis of it-clefts, we have been able to give Avar exclusives and focus markers a

symmetric treatment in terms ofmin andmax operators interacting with the

current question under discussion. It should also be added that the proposed

analysis was decidedly anti-cartographic in its desire to eschew information-

structural heads from the syntax altogether, motivating the necessity of cer-

tain operations such as movement entirely by the requirements of the inter-

faces.

As the discussion in themain text unfolded, a lot of promissory notes have

been issued regarding certain phenomena of Avar that I did not deem directly

relevant to the subject matter of the present thesis, and even some of those

that are directly relevant— think ‘embedded questions’—have nonetheless

been omitted from the discussion altogether to stop it getting out of hand.

Similarly, we have barely scratched the surface of the many issues related to

the syntax and semantics of multiple questions, especially in the context of

cleft questions, andmultiple focus and focusmarking have not been discussed

at all. Besides, in developing the approach as sketched on the foregoing pages I

havemadeno attempt to situateAvar on theparametric landscape of operator–

variable dependencies. In particular, it is unclear why certain languages, like

Avar andMalagasy, choose to create their questions and mark their focus by

means of projecting a cleft-like structure rather than direct extraction. Other

relevant issues involve the syntax and semantics of clausal arguments as well

as the various non-matrix clausal units. I have, however, tried, where possible,

to indicate potential directions in which to look for answers. All of this, how-

ever, is for another book.


